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Highlights and lowlights
At the turn of a year, it is good custom to review, and explore
perspectives – both personally and professionally. A turbulent
year lies behind us; an eventful year lies ahead.
2021 continued to be strongly influenced by the Corona
pandemic – which naturally also led to major disruptions
and changed market conditions in the maritime industry. In
this context, however, it is particularly pleasing to note that,
due to the increase in shipping, freight and charter rates have
developed from an all-time low to an extraordinary high across
most sectors within a very short period of time.
As far as the consequences for shipbuilding and shipping
are concerned, it is worth taking a look at Germany. In a recent
study, a large majority of German shipowners said they are optimistic about the future, even though pandemic-related impairments are still occurring.
The fears that many companies would not survive the pandemic have not materialised, at least so far. Shipping companies
are using the rising revenues to hire new staff and invest in the
fleet. And while challenges continue to prevail in terms of access to capital, environmental regulations and climate targets,
the current upswing holds tremendous opportunities for shipbuilders, suppliers and technology developers.
In this context, however, it must of course be mentioned
that it is primarily Asian shipyards that are benefiting from the
boom in construction and continuing to outstrip European facilities. Even now in cruise ship construction – a sector in which
European shipbuilders have been top dogs for decades – Chinese competition is now close on their heels.
With the first Carnival China Cruise Shipping newbuilding
being floated out at the end of December, it might only be a matter of time before other (American and European) owners order
their ships in Asia in a big way. Having said that, the cruise segment remains the hardest hit sector in the crisis. Whether and
when the industry can return to the boom of the pre-Corona
years remains uncertain.

And this is where Germany has just delivered some very dramatic headlines. The shipbuilding group, MV Werften, which
belongs to the Asian tourism giant Genting Hong Kong, had to
file for insolvency at the beginning of January. Lloyd-Werft in
Bremerhaven, also part of the group, met the same fate.
It is completely unclear how and whether things will continue at the various locations and when and where the world’s
largest cruise ship, the Global Dream, which is currently being
built at MV Werften, will be completed. What is certain, however, is that Germany as a shipbuilding location is facing yet another major crunch with much extensive knowledge and many
jobs endangered.
Some might argue that the beginning of the year has not
shaped up too well so far. It is indeed again a bit difficult to look
optimistically into the future. 2022 will doubtless be a busy
year with more important maritime events than ever before.
This, at least, will hopefully give us more opportunities to meet
in person and discuss all the highlights and lowlights, all the
challenges and chances.
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New CEO of
GNYK

Rino Brugge is the new CEO of
Source: GNYK
the shipyard
The world’s first electric container ship, Yara Birkeland

Source: Kongsberg Maritime

Yara Birkeland starts operation
Container ship | The world’s first electric and
self-propelled container ship, Yara Birkeland,
has started operation in Norway. The vessel, built by shipbuilder Vard, is the result of a
joint venture between the Kongsberg Group,
which has developed autonomous technology
for the ship, and Maasterly, which will operate
and monitor the vessel from a control centre in
Horten. Maasterly is a joint venture between
Kongsberg and Wilhelmsen.
Yara Birkeland will ship mineral fertiliser between Porsgrunn and Brevik. According to
Svein Tore Holsether, Yara CEO, the vessel

will replace 40,000 truck journeys and save one
thousand tonnes of CO2 annually.
The ship’s maiden voyage coincides with a drive
by Yara to promote green ammonia as an emission-free fuel for global shipping through the
newly established Yara Clean Ammonia.
Magnus Krogh Ankarstrand, CEO of the new
setup, commented: “Renewable energy was our
starting point in 1905. Now ammonia can bring
us back to our roots. Our large shipping network
and existing infrastructure means that ammonia
has the potential to become the leading fuel for
long-distance shipping globally.”

Apppointment | Rino Brugge
has replaced Jörg Herwig as
CEO of German Naval Yards
Kiel GmbH (GNYK). Brugge
began his new position at the
beginning of December, having
been working on the GNYK
management team since the
middle of last year.
Educated in mechanical and industrial engineering, he brings
many years of international
shipbuilding experience with
him, having worked for the
Damen Shipbuilding Group
at various facilities in Europe,
Asia, and the Middle East.

Design for container ships revealed
Methanol | Danish container gi-

Svitzer’s tugs will run on biofuel in the future

ant Maersk has revealed the new
design for a series of 16,000-TEU
methanol-fuelled
container
ships due to be commissioned
by the carrier early in 2024.
The 350m-long ships, to be
built at Hyundai Heavy Industries, will have dual-fuelled
engines running on carbon-

neutral methanol or low-sulphur fuel, and will strike a 20%
gain in energy efficiency per
container, Maersk said. Key
features of the new ship series
include an accommodation
block and bridge located at the
bow, with an aft funnel on one
side of the vessel. Both of these
features will boost box capacity.

Source: Svitzer

London tug fleet converts to biofuel
Ecotow | Tug owner and operator, Svitzer, is to convert its
ten-vessel fleet of tugs, based in
London and the Medway, to run
on marine biofuel. The towage
group will offer a new service
option to customers – Ecotow
– achieving a carbon reduction
of about 90%. Svitzer’s five tugs
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operating at the Isle of Grain
LNG terminal in the Medway
have been operating successfully on the biofuel, hydrotreated
vegetable oil (HVO), since the
middle of November. By January,
the towage company’s other five
London tugs will also be using
the fuel, Svitzer said.

Illustration of the new container ship design

Source: Maersk
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Wind power | Alfa Laval and
Wallenius have finalised the
50/50 joint venture that will take
Oceanbird’s wind power systems
from concept to commercial
reality. Through the joint venture, formally named AlfaWall
Oceanbird, the two companies
will intensify the development of
Oceanbird wind power technology. Niclas Dahl will be managing director.

Hydrogen One | A towboat de-

signed by Elliott Bay Design
Group in the United States
and due to be commissioned
in 2023 will be powered by a
methanol-to-hydrogen
fuel
cell. Hydrogen One will join
Maritime Partners’ 1600-vessel
fleet equipped with a fuel cell
from e1 Marine and an elecrical
power and automation system
supplied by ABB.
The towboat, which will be
available for charter after commissioning, will meet both IMO
2030 targets and US Coast Guard
Subchapter M requirements. It
will have a range of up to 885 km
before refuelling.
ABB Marine & Port’s Dave Lee,
senior account manager, said:

Illustration of the towboat Hydrogen One

“The US towboat market is one
of the most traditional in the
world, so it’s important to recognise what this represents: the

Source: Elliot Bay Design Group

first step in a shift from dieselelectric to methanol-electric,
and a major advancement towards zero emissions.”

Tugs and workboats | RollsRoyce and Zhenjiang Shipyard
have signed a strategic cooperation agreement to expand
their joint commercial marine
business in tug and workboats
powered by high-speed engines
for the domestic Chinese and
export market. The agreement’s
initial focus is on collaborating
to promote the development of
tugboats with mtu high-speed
engines in China.
Joint venture | A joint venture
between Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM) and Saudi
Arabia’s Rawabi Vallianz Offshore Services has been established. Announced during the
ADIPEC exhibition in Abu Dhabi
in November, the arrangement
will enable the partners to offer
third-party ship management
services to companies operating
in Saudi Arabia’s offshore sector.

Insolvency
MV Werften / Lloyd Werft | The
management of Germany’s MV
Werften has filed for insolvency.
The shipyard group with about
1,900 employees at the locations
Wismar, Rostock and Stralsund
is part of the listed tourism
group Genting Hong Kong.
According to information
from German pubcaster Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR),
talks between Genting and representatives of the federal and
state governments had previously been inconclusive. The
main subject of the negotiations
was the further securing of financing for a EUR 1.5 billion
cruise ship for the Asian market,
which is currently being built at
MV Werften.
Genting had previously run into
financial difficulties due to the
ongoing pandemic and the resulting slump in cruise tourism.
Bremerhaven-based
Lloyd
Werft, which also belongs to
Genting, has also filed for insolvency. Around 300 employees
are affected.

> IN BRIEF

Star Breeze, undergoing renovation in Palermo, has been lengthened
Source: Fincantieri
with a new 25.6m section

Three-ship upgrade completed
Cruise ships | Three Windstar
cruise ships have been lengthened, equipped with new engines, and fitted with a range
of machinery upgrades as part
of Windstar’s USD 250 million
‘Star Plus’ project. The vessel
upgrades took place at Fincantieri’s Palermo shipyard, with
technology group, Wärtsilä, supplying its largest-ever package of
products and systems in a single
project. Conversions of the Star
Breeze and Star Legend were undertaken in 2020, and the Star
Pride upgrade was completed in

October 2021. The three vessels
have been extended, taking their
length from 135m to 160.6m,
providing space for 50 extra
cabins accommodating up to
100 more passengers. The ships’
main and auxiliary engines have
been replaced with Wärtsilä 26
units to improve environmental
performance and extend range.
Other components in the company’s supply package included
selective catalytic reduction systems, gearboxes, power take-off
systems, and controllable pitch
propeller upgrades.

Certification | Classification society ClassNK has obtained the
ISO27001 certification, which
is an international standard on
information security management, from the Japan Quality Assurance Organization.
Global expansion | International offshore renewable advisory
firm Global Renewables Shipbrokers (GRS) is focused on global
expansion through a strategic
partnership with Swiss headquartered shipbroker IFCHOR.
The partnership will enable GRS
to scale its activities and serve
the rapid evolution of offshore
renewable energy capacity in the
United States, Japan, China as
well as continued European wind
farm development.
New office | Synergy Group, a
Singapore-based ship manager,
has further expanded its global
footprint with the opening of a
new office in Germany. Located
in the port city of Hamburg, the
new office is operated by Synergy
Marine Germany GmbH.
Ship&Offshore | 2022 | Nº 1
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Dual-fuel E-Flexer begins long-term charter

The Salamanca has been delivered

The 214.5m-long vessel has
both freight and passenger capacity, with 2,723 lane metres
and total capacity for 1,100 persons, including a French crew.
In line with the ferry company’s
policy, the ship’s interior has
been designed individually.
Per Westling, Stena RoRo CEO,
commented: “The Salamanca is

Illustration of the
new offshore unit
for the Italian
Coast Guard

Italian Coast Guard
orders multi-purpose vessel
Fleet expansion | Italian shipyards Fincantieri and Cantiere
Navale Vittoria have won an
order from the Italian Coast
Guard for an 85m-long multipurpose offshore unit. Both
shipbuilders will operate
through a temporary grouping
of companies.
The contract, worth about
EUR 80 million, includes construction of the vessel itself, a
five-year support service, and
options for two similar vessels.
The ship has been designed to
incorporate the Coast Guard’s
current needs, together with inservice experience from the operation of patrol vessels, Dattilo
and Diciotti, deliverd in 2013
and 2014, respectively.

8
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Source: Fincantieri/Vittoria

Brittany Ferries | The second of
five E-Flexer RoRo ferries ordered by Stena RoRo for longterm charter by Brittany Ferries
has been delivered by Chinese
shipyard CMI Jinling (Weihai).
The Salamanca is the sixth ship
in the E-Flexer class and the
first in the series to have dualfuel LNG engines.

Source: StenaRoRo

The vessel, capable of undertaking deep-sea missions, will
have an endurance of about
4,800 nautical miles or 20 days,
and will be able to coordinate
air-sea missions and assets during operations.
An electricity generating plant
will provide power for two
azipods and two bow thrusters with dynamic positioning
capability. A large working
deck with offshore cranes and
a boarding ramp for wheeled
vehicles will ensure operational
flexibility, together with other
features including a helicopter
deck, a dedicated rescue zone
with rigid-hull inflatables, antipollution systems, and a hospital bay.

special because she is the first
in the E-Flexer series to be delivered with LNG propulsion.
The design has been adapted
to Brittany Ferries’ special requirements and the yard has yet
again been able to deliver according to schedule despite the
ongoing pandemic.”
Brittany Ferries’ CEO, Christophe Mathieu, said: “From
customers and suppliers, to the
French crew that will sail in her,
we all look forward to welcoming Salamanca to the Brittany
Ferries family ahead of her sister ship, Santoña, a year later.”
Stena RoRo will provide three
more E-Flexer ferries for longterm charter to Brittany Ferries
between 2023 and 2025. All
will be powered by LNG.

Digital register of
AI systems
Lloyd’s Register | As artificial

intelligence (AI) continues to
advance and play a greater role
in the maritime sphere, Lloyd’s
Register (LR) has launched an
Artificial Intelligence Register of
AI systems and providers that are
certified by the classification society. The aim is to provide clear
guidance on reliable AI systems,
assistance in identifying appropriate providers, and minimising
the risks and costs of investing in
the specific technology.
Every AI system on the Register
will be categorised according to
its LR certification status, such
as Digital Twin Ready, Digital
Twin Approved, Digital Twin
Commissioned, and Digital
Twin Live.

AiP for ammonia-fuelled PCC
Design | Classification society

ClassNK has issued Approval
in Principle (AiP) to Kawasaki
Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. (“K” Line)
and Shin Kurushima Dockyard Co Ltd for their jointly
developed design of an ammonia-fuelled pure care carrier
(PCC).
Ammonia is likely to be adopted as a decarbonised fuel for
ships since it does not emit
CO2 when burned. However,
appropriate safety measures
are necessary because of its
toxicity and corrosive properties. While international

standards for using ammonia
as ship fuel are yet to be developed, ClassNK published
its “Guidelines for Ships Using
Alternative Fuels” in August
2021 to minimise the risks
related to ammonia-fuelled
ships for ships, personnel, and
the environment by stipulating requirements for installation, controls, and safety devices.
ClassNK has carried out the
design review in line with its
guidelines and issued the AiP
upon confirming that the design meets the requirements.

Illustration of the ammonia-fuelled car carrier

Source: ClassNK
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Illustration of the subsea rock installation vessel

Source: Ulstein Design & Solutions BV

GLDD orders Ulstein-design rock installer
Jones Act | Great Lakes Dredge
& Dock Co LLC (GLDD) has
ordered a Jones Act-compliant
rock installation vessel, designed by Ulstein Design & Solutions BV, at Philly Shipyard,
with an option for a second
ship. The first unit is expected
to be commissioned in the
fourth quarter of 2024.
The 140.5m-long ship, capable
of transporting 20,000 tonnes

of rock, will be built to ABS
Class, as is required under Jones
Act regulations. With low-emissions, the DP2 vessel will have
EPA Tier 4 engines, plug-in
shore power connections, battery packs for peak-shaving,
and accommodation for a US
crew of 45 persons.
Eleni Beyko, GLDD’s senior vice president, Offshore
Wind, commented: “World-

renowned engineering firm
Ulstein Design and Solutions
BV was commissioned by us to
design the vessel using state-ofthe-art technology, equipment
and automation. The design
was reviewed and approved by
the American Bureau of Shipping and will be built with
best-in-class safety and low
emissions standards (LEV,
Sustain2).”

New service hub
in Hamburg
Damen | A new service hub

in Hamburg has been opened
by Damen Shipyards Group.
Intended to service clients in
Germany, Denmark and Poland, the new setup takes the
number to 15 locations around
the world, including Africa, the
Americas, Asia, Middle East,
and Australia.
The hubs are designed to provide a local service both for clients owning Damen vessels as
well as others seeking advice and
support. Services include warranty advice and management,
training, and service support.
The Hamburg office, staffed
by local personnel with experience of shipbuilding and maintenance in the region, is headed by Service Hub Manager,
Carsten Wiese.
Damen’s hub network is interconnected and group resources
are available in every location,
the company said.

Steel-cutting took place in Papenburg

Source: Meyer Werft

Start of construction
Silver Nova | Construction

of Monaco-based Silversea
Cruises’ first ship, Silver Nova,
has now begun at Meyer Werft
in Papenburg. The hybrid vessel is due for delivery in the
summer of 2023. The LNGfuelled ship is expected to set
new standards of sustainability,
with emissions-free operation
in port from a combination
of fuel cells and batteries. The
ship will reduce greenhouse
gas emissions per cabin by 40%
compared with the previous
‘Muse’ class, Silversea said. The
company’s president and CEO,

Roberto Martinoli, commented: “Our Nova-class ships represent a significant investment
in unprecedented technological solutions. They support our
mission to preserve the planet
without compromising on
comfort or luxury. Silver Nova
is the manifestation of Silversea
and Royal Caribbean Group’s
long-term commitment to sustainability.
Passengers will be able to experience cruising in the height
of luxury. The 54,700gt vessel
will have capacity for 728 passengers.

Weather forecasting | METIS
Cyberspace Technology SA has
signed an agreement with global
data and analytics expert Spire
Global covering the provision of
weather-forecasting services to
enhance the existing weatherrelated functionality available to
the METIS data acquisition and
analytics platform.
Cooperation agreement | Alfa
Laval and Orcan Energy have
signed a cooperation agreement
regarding sales of marine energy efficiency systems based
on Orcan’s Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology. Under the
new cooperation agreement,
Orca Energy’s technology will be
marketed and sold by Alfa Laval
in the marine market.
Approval | German company
Schmitz One Seven GmbH has
received FM approval for the
OS-SES-CT-600 stationary extinguishing system. The One Seven
systems of the SES product line
are stationary compressed air
foam extinguishing systems
which are independent of an
external energy supply. They are
used for firefighting in storage
and handling areas, production
halls, machine rooms, for transformer protection and on offshore platforms.
Crane order | Huisman has been
awarded a contract from Cosco
Shipping (Qidong) Offshore Co,
Ltd for the design and construction of two 2,000-tonne leg encircling cranes. The cranes will
be installed on the two newly
built X-class vessels of Cadeler, a
key supplier within the offshore
wind industry for installation
services, operations and maintenance works.
Fleet management | Reygar Ltd,
a provider of remote monitoring and reporting platforms, has
teamed up with Canadian maritime software solutions provider
Helm Operations (Helm) to integrate their vessel and fleet management products, BareFLEET
and Helm Connect.
New office | Maritime technology company ZeroNorth has
opened two new offices in Varna,
Bulgaria, and Mumbai, India, to
help expand its professional services offering and provide customers with unparalleled industry expertise to support vessel
optimisation decisions.
Ship&Offshore | 2022 | Nº 1
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Illustration of the Helix concept
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Concept studies for cruise ships
of the future
MEYER WERFT At the recent trade fair Seatrade Cruise Global in Miami Beach, Germany’s Meyer Werft
concept studies Helix, Manta Ray and Exoskeleton attracted strong attention, writes freelance journalist
Jens Meyer

T

he concept studies presented by
Meyer Werft in Miami Beach were
about innovative cruise ship designs
that could be operated entirely with fuel
cells, allowing, among other things, space
saved from removing the funnel to be available for other attractive features. “The idea
behind the concept design is to find solutions to optimise the cruise ship of the future and to take into account the technological developments and megatrends of the
next decades,” the shipyard said. Through
new ways of thinking, “innovations are to
be created and the familiar structures are to
be questioned, broken up and overcome”.

The Helix concept
The Helix concept represents a 340m-long,
42m-wide, 181,000gt vessel with a draught of
8.60m and speed of 18 knots. However, the
size of the ship can be adjusted to meet the

10
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requirements of the client without incurring
excessive time and costs during construction
owing to its modular and decentralised design. This can be achieved by adding or omitting a fire zone.
In addition to the solar panels on the
upper deck and the glass spiral staircase with
optimal sea views at the aft edge of the deck
superstructure, the “wing suites” arranged
on five decks below the bridge on both sides
of the foreship are also striking. Thanks to
their conservatory-like design, they offer a
view similar to that from the navigation deck,
without being visible to other people.
Certain areas on deck can be adapted by
means of modular containers to suit certain
routes and areas of operation. These temporary changes to the ship’s spaces can be
compared with tiny houses and allow, for
example, the creation of region-specific
food courts.

The Helix model was already on display
at the shipyard’s visitor centre in Papenburg
at the turn of the year 2020/2021.

The Manta Ray design concept
Even further outside the usual “technical
feel-good zone” is the Manta Ray design, a
concept adopted by Meyer Werft to meet
the challenge of ever larger ships. The core
of the design approach involves making the
cruise ship itself even more of a holiday destination, while making both the propulsion
and the hotel and entertainment areas as
climate-friendly as possible.
Since ships of this design are intended
to be under way or anchored off ports,
their dimensions, notably width, are not
limited to the usual constraints of cruise
ports. Accordingly, the concept envisages
an 88m-wide ship with a length of 454m.
Various configurations of the hull resulted

SA MPLE
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with sustainability and resource-saving as
top priorities. The drive system is to be powered exclusively by fuel cells.

The “people mover” travels to different areas of the Manta Ray trimaran

in a trimaran of 431,000gt as a compromise
between hydrodynamic efficiency and
maximised deck space.
In order to offer up to 10,000 passengers
a feeling of individuality and various possibilities for retreat, the designers and engineers opted for many decentralised public
areas. The idea was not to have one big theatre for everyone, but to have a wide variety
of offerings comparable with a metropolis
– from the centre, where life pulsates – to
the small suburbs, where things are more
tranquil but which feature extraordinary
places and hidden areas to discover.
On the lower decks 10 and 11, there is
a large promenade area with a central windprotected park. Rotating vertical louvres
allow either fresh air or weather protection, individually adjustable according to
prevailing conditions and travel region. In
addition, the vertical louvres minimise the
ship’s wind resistance when sailing.
From deck 15 to 23, rocks connect different themed worlds that can be explored
by canyoning, as a mountain stream meanders through the rocks and ends as a waterfall in the solarium. There is also a deepsea diving pool that starts on deck 23 and
extends to the Lido restaurant on deck 20.
The restaurant extends over two decks and
is directly connected to the entertainment
area “The Cave”, which is based on the
architectural style of the Lanzarote architect César Manrique, whose main feature
is the integration of rocks and nature into a
harmonious living space.
Thematically and architecturally, the upper decks at the stern are linked to the promenade deck on deck 11 by terraces offset in
height and hidden retreats. The design here
is inspired by the island of Santorini.
The general “ship-within-a-ship” approach, i.e., the arrangement of passenger
areas on different decks and zones, presented the design team with the challenge that

the different areas must be easily accessible
both for passengers and crew. Therefore, the
ship’s designers opted for a “people mover”
that travels to different areas of the ship on
a fixed route of 271m, covered within 248
seconds and with defined stops. This ensures that passengers still have the mobility
on board that would not be possible with
normal staircases or on foot, given the size of
the ship. The technical components and the
design of operational areas were developed

Innovative river cruiser
No less spectacular is the nature-inspired
exterior design of the Exoskeleton concept
for a 137m-long and 11m-wide river cruise
vessel of the future. Among its special features is the lightweight exoskeleton on the
sundeck, which can be used as a frame for
solar panels and as a canopy, and whose
structure can also be used for exterior
lighting.
According to Meyer Werft, it offers architects and designers a new kind of freedom in developing spectacular designs, as
it can be realised on a large scale using 3D
printing. Nevertheless, there is no need to
do without a pool – an infinity pool is to be
available for the ship’s maximum capacity
of 190 passengers in a designated area at the
stern of the ship. On both sides in the foredeck area, there are 18 loft cabins directly
connected to an inner courtyard, which
have direct proximity to the water.

Illustration of the river cruise ship design Exoskeleton

The Manta Ray design offers space for up to 10,000 passengers
Ship&Offshore | 2022 | Nº 1
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

The decarbonisation of shipping was high on the agenda at MEPC but no satisfactory results were achieved

Source: IMO

“Missed opportunity” to
decarbonise shipping, says ICS
MEPC 77 The 77th meeting of the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) was held from
November 22nd to 26th. Expectations were high that pledges made at COP26 just a few days before could be
turned into a more concrete pathway in order to become carbon-neutral as soon as possible. However, the
175 member states failed to take forward a range of greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction measures which would
accelerate the development of zero emission ships.

I

n a statement launched after MEPC 77,
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) said it had recognised the
need to strengthen the ambition of the
Initial IMO GHG Strategy during its
revision process and had agreed to initiate the revision of its GHG strategy. The
final draft Revised IMO GHG Strategy,
however, would only be considered by
MEPC 80, which is scheduled for spring
2023, with a view to adoption. The Initial IMO Strategy on Reduction of GHG
Emissions from Shipping was adopted in
2018.
The Committee has now invited interested member states and international
organisations to work together and to sub-
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mit concrete proposals for a revised IMO
GHG Strategy to MEPC 78 ( June 2022)
for consideration.
Closing the session, IMO secretarygeneral, Kitack Lim, said: “Strengthening the ambition of the Initial IMO GHG
Strategy during its revision will be crucial. Our collective actions must show
our dedication to contribute towards the
global issue, climate change.”

“It’s almost as if COP26 never
happened”
Following the conclusion of the MEPC
meeting, the International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS) released the following
statement attributed to its secretary-gen-

eral, Guy Platten: “We are disappointed
that the words and commitments made
by governments at COP26 have not yet
been translated into action. This week’s
meetings have missed the opportunity to
take forward a range of GHG reduction
measures which would accelerate the development of zero emissions ships that are
urgently needed at scale to decarbonise
our sector. It’s almost as if COP26 never
happened.”
In the framework of COP26 in Glasgow, the ICS had urged the shipping industry to become carbon-neutral by 2050
instead of just reducing GHG emissions
by 50%. It had submitted a corresponding
proposal to the IMO in London.
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“The IMO Maritime Research Fund
is the only proposal on the table ready for
immediate agreement. If it is not taken forward soon, we fear this will signal to the
world, following COP26, that IMO is no
longer truly serious about maintaining its
leadership on GHG issues and that others
may then move in to fill the vacuum. We
will continue to work with governments to
ensure that concerns are addressed so that
this fund can be implemented as soon as
possible.”

“Governments can’t keep kicking the
can down the road; every delay moves us
further away from reaching pressing climate goals. We will continue to work with
governments to agree to the suite of measures which the industry has proposed, including the 5-billion-dollar R&D fund
as an immediate step to be followed by a
levy-based carbon price for shipping. The
adoption of both these measures will be
the only way to deliver on net zero emissions from shipping by 2050 while ensuring an equitable transition that leaves no
one behind.
“The message from the industry at
COP26 was clear; time is running out and
we must do everything in our power to decarbonise now. Industry will continue to
press IMO to act as the importance of addressing climate change is too great to give
up on.
“There was a clear recognition from
many more countries that there is an urgent
need to significantly increase R&D spending. But we are disappointed that insufficient time was dedicated to allow IMO
Member States to take a decision on the
5 billion dollar fund at this session.
“All we are asking is for governments to
let business get on and do the things that
need to be done. We are not even asking for
money or the type of subsidies that other
sectors receive. This is a no brainer at a time
when we do not have time to prevaricate.

Shipping needs action
The reaction of the World Shipping Council (WSC) was similar: “The goal for liner
shipping is clear: move away from fossil
fuels as quickly as possible. The people of
the world depend on trade, and we must
make efficient trade possible without the
climate impact of today – the sooner the
better. It is a moral imperative, keenly felt
by us working in the industry, as much as
it is what our customers and investors demand.
“Our challenge as a hard-to-abate sector is that the technology and fuels needed
for a transition to zero are not yet available. We see the direction, and now need
to drive progress towards a tipping point
where the technologies for zero-GHG
shipping can be applied and a clear demand picture can drive availability of and
infrastructure for alternative fuels. That is
why IMO member countries inexplicable
stalling around the International Maritime Research and Development Board
(IMRB)/ International Maritime Research Fund (IMRF) is so dangerous. We
can talk all we want about the ambitions
for 2050, but unless we put initiatives to
drive real progress in place, we are not going to get there,” said John Butler, president and CEO of the WSC.
“Our appeal to political leaders and
regulators is to not get stuck in a cycle of
ambition bidding, but to take action for
inclusive change in the shipping industry. Whilst we are disappointed there was
no decision, the MEPC 77 saw a notable
increase in the number of nations supporting the establishment of an industryfinanced research fund, pushing USD
5 billion into R&D towards zero-GHG
technologies that will be available to all
nations. The initiative is ready to launch,
has support from the Green Climate Fund,
and we will keep supporting member nations working for a positive resolution at
MEPC 78,” Butler continued.

“With the IMRB/IMRF established,
zero-GHG vessels can be on the water
by the early 2030s. With technologies
in place, progress has the potential to
be quick, especially with market-based
measures to help the adoption of zeroGHG technologies and ensure the availability of well-to-wake zero-GHG alternative fuels,” the WSC noted.
“Debating ambitious targets for faraway deadlines avoids the more difficult
discussions on discrete actions to be undertaken and should not be mistaken for
actual progress. We need the political establishment to move from targets to action,” Butler concluded.

Discussion of proposals for more
GHG emission reductions
A number of other proposals for further
mid-term GHG reduction measures, including market-based measures, were also
discussed during the 77th session. This
followed presentation of a number of
proposals in the Intersessional Working
Group (ISWG) on Reduction of GHG
Emissions from Ships in October.
Following discussion, the Committee referred the proposals and relevant
documents, including associated impact assessments, to the next sessions
for further assessment in accordance
with Phase I of the Organization’s Work
plan on the development of mid-term
measures. ISWG-GHG 11 is set to
meet from March 17th to 18th 2022;
ISWG-GHG 12 from May 16th to 20th
2022.
Correspondence Group on Carbon
Intensity Reduction
A Correspondence Group on Carbon Intensity Reduction was also established in
November to finalise and update guidelines. These relate, in particular, to the
short-term measures adopted in 2021,
consisting of technical (EEXI) and operational (CII and its rating) measures.
These mandatory rules are expected to
enter into force in November 2022, aiming for a 40% reduction of carbon intensity by 2030.
Meanwhile, the MEPC approved the
MEPC circular on 2021 Guidance on
treatment of innovative energy efficiency
technologies for calculation and verification of the attained EEDI and EEXI, particularly accommodating the use of wind
propulsion as an alternative (complementary) source of propulsion.
Ship&Offshore | 2022 | Nº 1
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“Green is not black and white”

Illustration of the alternative fuels conversion platform for two-stroke engines with the Wärtsilä Fuel Gas Supply system
Source for both images:
on a container vessel

Wärtsilä Corporation

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS In order to work towards zero-emission shipping, various green fuels are currently
under scrutiny. Technology group Wärtsilä is supporting the industry by providing flexible options for engine
technology and required systems on board.

“W

e are entering into a new era,”
said Håkan Agnevall, when
asked what challenges for the
industry he currently sees. Agnevall is the
president and CEO of Finnish technology
group Wärtsilä, which he joined in February
2021. He referred to the current discussion
about e-fuels that is accelerating fast. “The
interest of our customers in green solutions
has increased in the past few months.”
However, there is not one main preference of green fuel. “Different fuels have
different merits,“ he continued, referring to
the pros and cons of e-fuels, bio-fuels and
hybrid systems. “Green is not black and
white,” he added.

Fuel flexibility is required
According to Agnevall, there will still be
demand for diesel and LNG for many more
years to come. However, the future will be
much more complex, and more flexibility
will be required from shipowners over the
lifetime of a vessel regarding the choice of
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fuel. “It will be a highly strategic decision
what fuel to choose,” he said, stressing that
a multi-fuel capability of a vessel and its systems will be required.
For this reason, Wärtsilä has announced
the launch of a two-stroke future fuels conversion platform during the first quarter of
2022. The platform will enable the operators of existing two-stroke main engines to
convert them to burn clean-burning fuels
in the future. The announcement follows
successful tests with partner MSC Shipmanagement at the engine company’s twostroke laboratory in Trieste.
Initially, retrofit conversions will enable
two-stroke engines to switch to LNG fuel
with negligible methane slip, Wärtsilä said,
but the platform will evolve over time to
enable the adoption of other fuels as they
become commercially available. MSC has
worked with the engine firm throughout
the development process.
Conversions will be available for ships
operating with two-stroke, electronically

controlled engines and can be combined
with Wärtsilä’s Fuel Gas Supply System to
provide a turnkey setup, the company said.
The cryogenic fuel supply system incorporates an injection system capable of providing flexible and optimised operational performance under all conditions. The ability
to comply with future environmental regulations, meanwhile, should extend the operating lives of assets.
MSC Shipmanagement’s CEO and
Group managing director, Prabhat Jha,
commented: “We have been following the
development of this innovative conversion
solution with high interest. Together with
Wärtsilä, we have high expectations for
the next steps of this initiative, which starts
with technology demonstration on one of
our larger container vessels with a Wärtsilä
RT-flex96C-B main engine, and which will
continue to make our existing fleet ready to
meet future emissions needs.”
This engine is a two-stroke turbocharged diesel unit. It was originally
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designed for large container ships running
on heavy fuel oil and was first deployed on
the Emma Maersk in 2006. Roger Holm,
president Marine Power and EVP Wärtsilä
Corporation, said: “This pioneering conversion solution is one more prime example of our capabilities and commitment. Its
flexibility means that the first step towards
adopting the use of future fuels can be taken
now, knowing that the investment will not
become obsolete. The benefits, both economic and environmental, are significant.”
The first commercial conversion project will be completed by mid-2023. The
conversion concept is applicable to both
large- and small-bore engine types.

Partners aim to provide fast-track
hydrogen fuel option
Wärtsilä will also collaborate with ABB,
classification society RINA, Helbio (a hydrogen energy system specialist), the Liberian Registry, and an unnamed energy
major, to pursue a fast track for providing
independent hydrogen fuel systems for
ships. The partners are aiming for a 70%
reduction in carbon intensity without the
need for large-scale infrastructure investment ashore.
They plan to combine LNG and steam to
produce hydrogen and CO2. The hydrogen
will then be used directly in a mix with natural gas in engines or fuel cells, thereby eliminating the challenges associated with storing
hydrogen aboard ship. The CO2 can be liquefied by using the cryogenic stream for LNG
that would be used as fuel anyway, and later
disposed of ashore for carbon storage.
The project could circumvent the challenges of storing hydrogen on ships which,

the partners suggest, may be one factor that is
limiting interest in the carbon-free fuel. However, producing hydrogen from LNG at sea,
rather than at shore-based facilities, could
make the fuel option available much sooner
at lower cost, they believe. Meanwhile, by
steadily increasing hydrogen production, the
consumption of fossil methane and associated methane slip could be reduced.

Space-saving scrubber claimed to
give same cleaning results
When it comes to the reduction of SOx,
scrubber technology is – depending on the
profile of a ship – a suitable choice. Wärtsilä
has now developed a new exhaust gas cleaning system that takes up 25% less space, is
30% lighter, and has 35% less volume, while
giving the same cleaning results as a larger
conventional unit. The space-saving design
of its new IQ series of scrubbers will be particularly well-suited to container ships, the
company said, where space is a key consideration.
Manufactured from 50% recycled steel,
the scrubber range can be set up to use between 20 MW and 70 MW of power, depending on requirements, and is based on
the same modular design as the company’s
existing exhaust gas cleaning systems. It
has also been developed to facilitate future
upgrades that may become necessary in a
ship’s funnel to limit other pollutants including NOx, black carbon, particulates, or
a de-pluming unit to cut visible steam.
In future, Wärtsilä said, it will be possible to adapt the unit to include a carbon
capture and storage (CCS) module that is
currently under development at the company’s test facility in Moss, Norway. With

support from the Sustainable Energy Catalpult Center and Sintef Energy, the project
will become part of endeavours on CCS
development being undertaken by a wider
group of cross-industry technology developers. Wärtsilä, meanwhile, is expanding
the Moss facility so that CCS units can be
piloted on a vessel at full scale.
Wärtsilä Exhaust Treatment director,
Sigurd Jenssen, said: “We believe that this
new scrubber features several technology
improvements that make it an obvious and
front-running compliance option for interested owners and operators. We have particularly designed IQ Series with our container segment customers in mind. There
is huge demand in the container market for
exhaust gas cleaning solutions that enable
compliance and have a minimal impact on
the profitability of the vessel. That’s why we
have brought to market this new design that
is lighter, smaller and less voluminous, enabling us to respond to what our customers
are asking for.”

“We need to use all the tools in the
toolbox”
These are just a few initiatives that are currently underway at Wärtsilä. Despite the
move towards alternative fuels and the development of scrubber technology to clean
other emissions including carbon capture,
digital developments such as optimised
port calls and autonomous and smart shipping to reduce congestions and emissions –
especially in inland and coastal waterways
– will contribute to a more sustainable shipping industry, according to Wärtsilä. “We
need to use all the tools in the toolbox,”
Agnevall concluded.

The gas reformer produces hydrogen from
natural gas for use as engine fuel, while the
CO2 is captured and stored on board
Ship&Offshore | 2022 | Nº 1
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A compelling strategy for
maritime decarbonisation
ROTOR SAILS First fitted to a vessel over 100 years ago, rotor sails technology has now been
successfully redeveloped as a modern way to help the push towards industry-wide decarbonisation.
The cost saving case alone is compelling for shipowners around the globe, writes Joe Baker,
Mechanical Engineer at UK-based Anemoi Marine Technologies.

The installed Rotor Sails contribute to a significant cut in fuel consumption

With the aim of reducing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as soon as possible, many
shipowners are ready to take
the plunge and invest in futureproof technologies. Installing
wind power systems either as
retrofits or on new ships could
be the ideal answer for the
maritime community, particularly as using rotor sails would
lower the consumption and
cost of expensive clean fuels.

Technology
The original technology, then
known as Flettner rotors, was
developed over a century ago.
Rotor sSails are tall cylindrical
sails that can be installed on the
main deck, bow or elsewhere
where there is sufficient space.
An electric motor is used to
rotate the sails in order to har-
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ness the renewable power of the
wind and propel the ship. The
rotor sails make use of the aerodynamic phenomenon known
as the ‘Magnus Effect’.
As the cylinder rotates within
an airflow, a forward thrust
force perpendicular to the apparent wind direction is created, which delivers additional
thrust to the vessel. The thrust
generated can either provide
additional vessel speed or
maintain vessel speed by reducing power from the main
engine. The obvious benefit
from this is less fuel burned
and reduced emissions.

Installation
Wholesale changes to the vessel structure, or drydocking,
is not necessary when installing Anemoi technology. The

company’s Rotor Sails and all
associated equipment are transported to the dockside, ready
for installation. Anemoi can
manage the installation process and supervise onsite work
to provide support throughout
the process if required.
Each Rotor Sail is installed in a
single crane lift and connected
to the foundation on the ship’s
deck. They can be fitted to the
deck in less than a day, once the
vessel structural, mechanical
and electrical integration work
is complete.
Before this takes place, a comprehensive feasibility study
will have been completed to
determine the optimal size,
number and position of the
Rotor Sails. This is to maximise performance within
the vessel’s operational con-

Source: Anemoi

straints and to consider if a
deployment system (patented
equipment which allows the
rotors to be moved on the
deck of the ship) is necessary
for the vessel.
The vessel integration is crucial to the process and Anemoi
supports clients by means of
design and installation supervision of the structural foundations and the electrical cabling
from the vessel’s main switchboard to each Rotor Sail. This
stage can be completed during the construction phase of
a newbuild vessel, or during
a survey at a shipyard in a retrofit project. Once the Rotor
Sails are installed and all cables
are connected, the company
completes final commissioning of the system, and crew
training, prior to handover.
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Seamless and targeted
automation
The Rotor Sails have a control
station located on the bridge.
This automatically controls the
speed and direction of the Rotor Sails, as well as monitoring
the performance and status of
the system. The control system
is designed to maximise performance and minimise crew input with automated speed and
direction setting, equipment
monitoring, safety features and
performance reporting to stakeholders using ship-to-shore
data transmission.
The Anemoi Rotor Sail system
comprises the Rotor Sail itself,
the foundation, deployment
system (if required), wind sensors and electrical, control, and
automation systems. The main
components of the Rotor Sails
are the rotor (the cylindrical,
rotating part), the tower, up-

per and lower bearings, and the
electrical drive system.
The rotor is built from advanced lightweight composite
material and the tower is a steel
column structure. We use these
materials to ensure maximum
performance of our Rotor Sails
and to withstand all weather
conditions. The lightweight
materials that are utilised also
means that the systems minimise reduction in cargo carrying capacity.

Award-winning
innovation
In conjunction with Tufton
Investment Management Ltd,
Anemoi has secured the prestigious 'Wind Propulsion Innovation Award for developers of innovative technology
and installations'. TR Lady is a
CS Marine design 82,000-dwt
Kamsarmax bulker, built in
2017 by Yangzijiang Shipbuild-

ing Group, and managed by
Tufton.
Andrew Hampson, CEO of
Tufton, commented: “Tufton is
committed to investing in greenhouse gas emission reduction
technologies including energysaving devices and deployment
of digital and other management
tools to reduce maritime greenhouse gas emissions.

“The selection of Anemoi Rotor Sails is representative of
Tufton’s capability to carefully
select from a variety of environmentally friendly technologies
to achieve commercial as well
as environmental targets. I am
pleased to work with Anemoi
and look forward to a successful installation with the resulting reduction in emissions.”

Anemoi estimates that a 330,000-dwt VLOC with five Anemoi
Rotor Sails installed and sailing Tubarao, Qingdao, Tubarao
round trip would save the following:
> Fuel and emission reductions per year – 13%
> Tonnes of fuel saved per year – 1,667t
> Tonnes of carbon saved per year – 5,184t
Similarly, an 82,000 Kamsarmax with three Anemoi Rotor Sails
installed and sailing New York, Rotterdam, New York round trip
would save:
> Fuel and emission reduction per year – 15.6%
> Tonnes of fuel saved per year – 909t
> Tonnes of carbon saved per year – 2,827t
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Wind power to become component
of integrated power systems
for the use of modern wind propulsion in
shipping, and we are excited to work with
Norsepower to deliver this,” he continued.
“Together, we will offer support to shipowners and shipyards looking for the most
efficient and effective ways of applying Rotor Sail technology, and collaborate on new
ship designs to integrate these technologies
and improve energy efficiency overall.”
Norsepower CEO, Tuomas Riski, said: “We
are very pleased to be collaborating with
Kongsberg Maritime, as we can accelerate
more access to the benefits of the Rotor Sail
in supporting shipping’s decarbonisation
pathway and further improve performance
of the Rotor Sails, alone and alongside
other energy transition technologies. Current savings of between 5% and 25% could
be further improved with KM’s advanced
automation systems, efficient propulsion
and other novel design solutions.”

Full scale hydrogen-based propulsion system launched
In a second move, Kongsberg has tested
and verified a full-scale, zero-emissions
drivetrain powered by hydrogen fuel cells.
The test is the third and final part of the
EU funded programme “HySeas” which
has been running since 2013 to prepare and
demonstrate a scalable hydrogen system
for ships. Kongsberg has been the technical
lead on the project, which has involved participants from Scotland, Denmark, France,
Germany, Sweden and England.

Source: Kongsberg Maritime

ROTOR SAILS | Kongsberg Maritime (KM)
and Norsepower Oy Ltd have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
which will enable Rotor Sail installations
to be integrated into KM’s power systems.
Under the terms of the MoU, shipowners
and shipyards will be able to choose fully
integrated systems, or solutions incorporating stand-alone products.
KM already specialises in integrated equipment and power management packages.
These include advanced propellers, energy
optimisation, power management, propulsion drive-train products, power take-off
and take-in installations, and energy storage
systems. Now, the company will be able to
add wind propulsion to its range of energysaving options. And, when integrated with
a controllable pitch propeller, KM noted,
the significant power fluctuations from the
wind can be compensated by the propeller.
Commenting that Norsepower Rotor Sails
fit well with KM’s energy integration strategy, Oskar Levander, senior vice president
Business Concepts, at Kongsberg Maritime, commented: “This cooperation with
Norsepower is an additional step towards
KM’s ambition to become the leading integrator of green shipping technology, such
as auxiliary wind power, alternative fuels/
energy sources and energy-saving devices.”
Levander said that the MoU would provide
a useful tool in consultations with customers because Norsepower’s technology is
proven. “There is an increasing demand

Illustration of Rotor Sails being mounted on a container feeder vessel
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In this final stage, Kongsberg has built a fullscale electric propulsion system based on
hydrogen-powered fuel cells at Ågotnes outside Bergen. The system will now undertake
a four-month testing programme for validation purposes with the aim of verifying the
final design for an H2-powered RoPax ferry.
The drivetrain testing is intended to demonstrate the ease with which H2 fuel cells
can be successfully integrated with a proven
marine hybrid electric drive system.
“The world looks to Norway for green and
sustainable solutions at sea. What Kongsberg and its partners have succeeded in
achieving with this project is yet another
proof of the internationally leading competence in the Norwegian maritime cluster. Now we have both taken the next step
for solutions in Norway, and the next step
for the Norwegian maritime industry to
succeed in exporting hydrogen-based
technology and solutions internationally,”
said Minister of Trade and Industry, Jan
Christian Vestre.
The testing mirrors the operational loads
which would be experienced by a vessel on
a route between Kirkwall and Shapinsay
in Orkney. It will confirm safe operation
and power and fuel capacity requirements,
together with other valuable information
to feed back to the vessel design team at
Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd (CMAL)
in Scotland. CMAL plans to complete the
design in March 2022. Hydrogen fuel will
be generated using wind power at the ferry
port.
“If we are to succeed with hydrogen investment in Norway, both to reduce national
emissions and create new, green and sustainable jobs, we are dependent on being
able to show complete pilots on a full scale.
This means that the next step will be to
show the technology in operation, and then
quickly put in place the surrounding infrastructure. Orkney will be the first practical
usage of this technology while the Norwegian maritime cluster has the opportunity
to develop our own pilots and projects here
in Norway,” said Egil Haugsdal, CEO of
Kongsberg Maritime.
The full scale HySeas III test was launched
at the Kongsberg facility in Ågotnes, Norway on December 1st 2021.

